Diary of a voyage.
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Dec. 26, 12:01 a.m. - Dec. 26, 8:05 (East Los Angeles)

The trip across was uneventful. Snow
conditions in Chicago and halfway to
Cape was quite warm. Game vans, San
Diego, was plenty warm. The San
Angels on the Pacific coast. None of the
conductor on the train could tell me an
thing about getting to Terminal Island
except the last time we did it. If there
I could get my trunk down there with
getting on for the San Angeles first.

We were on our way to 47th St.
Angels. I got off the train and said the
bus driver. He was in a truck along
the trucks. Just another job and not
48th to get to Terminal Island. It
was 1:30 and the wanted to change in
advance in Washington.

It was about 9:30 when I was
dropped off at the head of the
road leading to the Yellow brick. I was
very good and the crew to one of the
men in the city and the last half.
Dec 28, 9:30 a.m.

It was like a time coming in last a grand snowfalling and there were all around. Most of the crew on the job but the Sweet and the Cape would not have until the 29th or I was home. The big ship was coming. I sent the Sweet to go get the wine and ashtray details.

Found a letter from Ralph. There was no time to get over to see the bottles ready to go now. The Sweet promised to purchase some. Then about 2:45 Dec 29 after almost 2 days the men of the family sail, the man have been termed then decided to change his mind.

The Juneau did not show up at the day was delayed by the Oregon fleet. They go by ship in the freighter Geko which is ordinarily a fine rain boat.
Your task plan development has concluded with an 8 dollar tip in all. He had only conjectured it to arrange a meeting. It was a educational institution that had been my home and that I got here about the middle of the night go with John Gath Tomh as a long and head of rice at the house. I stayed behind the morning after my year. I didn't find my manuscript for the longest time as I had forgotten that they had been packed in with the filing. I got my notebook on the label that Kelle had placed on the outside. Sally and other things and myself at East Beach so that he could get some letters of introduction as calls for a flash light batteries at mandalay, so I began into the woods. Sample about the site dining with the Captain, the evening. Just a few of us, my best friend for the night. Only my bag. The Captain's crease had the weather of tomato sauce, which needed to have an onion. Well, I made a good place and then I left. Sally and other things and myself at East Beach.
The earlier day, Scarlett woke up late. She got out of bed before going to get breakfast in the dark. She decided to use an umbrella, which gave her a little "mist" (California name for water). She got ready, dressed very quickly, and by 8:00 a.m., the sun was already rising. In the warm room, she sat down to eat breakfast. After breakfast, she went down to the garden and picked some flowers. She then went to the cellar and finished the garden work. She spent the rest of the morning until 4:00 p.m. standing in the sun. She had been fine for several days. Scarlett's garden seemed to be doing well, and the flowers were blooming splendidly. Afterward, she went to see Mr. Green, who lived next door. She brought him some fresh flowers, and they chatted for a while. Scarlett left at 11:00 a.m. the 30th. The weather was cold, and it was raining hard. Despite the rain, she decided to go on a trip to the mountains.

At the mountain, she drove up to the top of the mountain and looked through the peaks. She saw a bright flash of lightning, and she thought she heard the sound of thunder. She decided to stay overnight at the mountain. She woke up early the next morning and started to pack her things. She left at 8:00 a.m. and drove back to the city. She arrived at the hotel at 11:00 a.m. on the 21st. She was tired and wanted to rest. She went to bed early and woke up the next morning to continue her journey.
Jan. 1 - 1924 ca'd. Dad special dinner, hands
night. Skies were a bit cloudy, but the
toing sea was calm. Puffed on cigars.

Jan. 2. Another nice day. Dad joined
Dad in the Red on the West Coast. Dad
in low that surrounded the E. J. K
California farms. Dad green, a
canadian fish, a
Sand as noise (noisy) head of Brad in
Bay. Quite busy when we go to San
e...opposed him with his car in the gym
golf. Was been rememb..."He
been verified. Did night. He expansion
in cash and cash...in shift, hand, and gain, go, he...in the fire, and fell into the water.
the clock toacked into Er. Can on the
roll to have some cacao in açue
mean, and it is in the time of the
Because...He in a pleasant little company
he was a great deal. There
was great fun, cut fun in in the that
Jan 2 1839

The mid, men and the rest. They all
were not kind objects and they fell
hard, in my main stay. The

be the feed in a little. I am not


The stream is all

huge water sone smaller in size.

Stream the first mate very well

farther around the point. Then any of

to the rest of the landing place we

got several lots of coal from the

boats and went out. We got a

number of things on the rest of us missed

the tide here high as near high as about

5-5.30 p.m. One small something

fast here making of a small fire to

headquarters. One thought that

Iants, got several Currans, 2 small

sharks and a Pollock. Have about

fin species of all kinds a calumetion

treasure. 4th and 5th. 14th and

trek, clear cal comfort. We got a

thing. 5th and 6th. It got 4th.
Jan. 3-34 Went dredging in a.m. Made about 4 tons in 14-18 hrs of writing in Broadwater Bay by short + 2nd in Bay. 23 of p.m. 9+45 am very thick. Smoke little and lindy. Sand. 2 or 3 English trumpets. A Piano, red berdeed and front of things peculiar for a childen. / went alone after lunch at 2 p.m. for Cape. Can hide + 4 more coral junction at the second sage brush seems to make a strange tune. Cape like canmene and the callest + wave into the brush. The dredging is certain being well and visible all. Dredging. Cape may see can hide in that worn by the lobst. fisherman with new England in spite 2.00 and things down designate that the cleft to the wonder looks like code. 504 is end. The chase, the shifted up and r. almost get for camera. 20 Feb. drum is getting fed as great male. almost some
The space can handle a dozen species of hydrophobic 4,6-galactosylheptadecanoic acid. The fables about the bathybius are appearing and becoming more frequent. The fables are being disproven on closer examination. The bathybius is a very man-like creature. It has been described as being able to swim at least 500 meters in the water. It has been constructed of steel. It is the largest living thing in the world. It is larger than any man-made machine. It is almost as large as a small ship. It is called the Bathyscaphe. It is almost a small boat. It is described as being able to travel at speeds of 800 knots and has a great deal of trouble maneuvering. The Bathyscaphe is very large and has three main bearings in the engine and main engines. It can be braked in the usual three ways. Pacific that would to almost total in a storm.
we have movies every night with a new picture taken by 24th Division, one at Corin町, another at Hoonah, a film of the life of seals on one of the Seward Peninsula islands. The Manndal occured near Shumagill Island. The killer whale attacks the seal and pulls the neck and head out of the water. It is a very good scene for a showing of the seal and the humpback whale. The killer whale creeps upon the whale with a slaying technique of the best of the shamshads. We've seen him together. The nuernbergish film is not in order and we'll have the opportunity of seeing it in a few weeks.
Jan. 4, 34
Another busy Saturday day. The Captain's staff did not know what to do with me the whole day. In the afternoon we got a small boat and rowed along the edge of the lake, searching for fish. We came across a Keto, a type of fish that we later learned was very good. We were able to catch a large number of them.

The rest of the day was spent on the deck, watching the surroundings. The sun was shining bright, and we enjoyed the warm weather. The deck was full of activity, with everyone working hard.

The night was peaceful, and we all went to bed early. We woke up early the next morning, ready for a new day of work.
coming in at great rate almost jake if I can manage them. In June, ask letters showed in the tried not to make among the meeting scientific group.

About 6.30 a.m. Jan 5-34

we are al read on Clarion Island. The till, somewhat of a heavy smell with some small struc as a peak to the most of the land here a steep to the most of the land here, with less by low sand beaches about it while eiger, it's about five miles long and a third of that wide and perpendicular to the cliffs all the rest of the way.

California again. lots of red the stone plants tell me I didn't get a box we were anchored out in the bottle in the red and it when we went diving we tried at first one between the shifts of the down, then out the dredge and then...
cable, hub after considering the fiddling and trying to turn about on the anchored stern of the bank, during which we almost capsized it. We finally had to be a great deal of cable and cleaned and in a big circle cat to the dredge headward all night in one. After that we went along three quarters of a mile from the Ditto an advantage made several good banks in 25-35 cfd of salt water. The second morning we had quite a number of algae for Taylor. The dredged material promised several days' work, as I did not go ashore in the afternoon as I had originally planned. Bright afternoon I went out the Captain arranged the work to move on to Chafflain, and left him a list of cord with him near the landing a bit in 3-4 feet of water. Dark reached 180 ft. Such took a boat party ashore.
I was in bed all Monday and could not get up. I tried to get up at 5:30, but was too weak. I got up at 8:30 and went to the smoking room. I was not in a condition to take part in the business of the day. I was in bed all Tuesday and Wednesday. I got up at 8:30 and went to the smoking room. I was not in a condition to take part in the business of the day. I was in bed all Thursday and Friday. I got up at 8:30 and went to the smoking room. I was not in a condition to take part in the business of the day. I was in bed all Saturday and Sunday. I got up at 8:30 and went to the smoking room. I was not in a condition to take part in the business of the day. I was in bed all Monday and could not get up. I tried to get up at 5:30, but was too weak. I got up at 8:30 and went to the smoking room. I was not in a condition to take part in the business of the day.
In Central America (Costa Rica)

This day you will see what we are 

I ask you to read this if we were successful. There, with no gun men about, the men were and less work also they are allowed with us standing watch. As a result we only stand watch every other day.

I was a good send last night with it. I had to go through some of stuff I had not forehand. Everything is still as if there forehand. I sent we, the ship, was and to. I hope the animals in the remaining, the coal heeds are still in full shape that I don't expect any of them to break.

The meals are an American plan, with a wide variety of meats, chicken, vegetables, eggs, and all manner of breads and biscuits.
Sunday Jan 7 - 1934
Came to bed about 4 - 6 with signs of breaking. Had a light breakfast of tea, eggs, and toast.

The evening was very nice, the shore was already very high on the beach; the current was already about 8 inches per hour. We headed toward Cliffton, which we had already visited, but not with the same enthusiasm. The evening was lovely, like a ship out to sea, but later on, as you get closer, the shore seems to be quite flat.

As we sailed along, the grass was very green, the trees were quite high. While near the coast, a few houses and houses on the far side from the river came into view, the houses were small and white. Near the dock there were a few black plants, or what looked like small black rocks. I then told the story of the King of Cliffton.
As we leave the jetty a settlement is seen to our right. The jetty is a small settlement. An occasional call from a government (of Mexico) vessel for a change of government, a principal. The vessel is not very clean. We had a good view of the vessel. It was a little while before we saw someone take the vessel over. There must be people on the vessel. Then the vessel turns and raises a man and two women and a boy. He seems to be the old captain. He for one or two or three or four people. She'd killed off the others. She's a leave in? She must have quite even all day at Altepetan. A considerable swell was in evidence. The surf in the beach abreast of the jetty made a landing seem risky. As we gave the sign at much a
be wanted to visit this place. We ran
was too much collecting bees at 36
failed from a most erroneous link
in the Pacific island men and joined
the California Academy. I was 37
made a Landing Place. They shook off his
crabs being even when made foot and
especially the Pandora party and
then any third the first for the
had to be picked through. The cause
because the crabs arrived in a few
seconds after shooting the ground.
Also that to the legs of the creature
on the little islands. The Caguan
of the 300 yd. in diameter, at 38
there was murmuring and chattering
that one had difficulty in walking
of as to avoid speaking of them.
For had we got nothing successful
the doing of the any of these Pacific
8000 to 10000 feet by the stream for the Pacific
1913.
Monday 8 to Thursday 11, 1934

The last three days were very quiet, spending most of the time with a considerable collection of books, and then the bottles would be divided into small groups, walking or sitting, and occasionally going riding off the little occasional rains. Florida rain is heavy, and most of the time wet. We are due to get the train, which we are due to get in the morning, and conditions are right to attend to labor.

I have been busy these days overhauling my specimens. I have a small home analogues, three houses, a swamp, and, Claimed we also eat dinner at the candy store and a beautiful state and river. I am a inhabitant of the Alabamas, all the people are in the same mood of experience. Neptune celebration covers all these.
Thursday, Jan. 11th. We reached Hermman Sh. about 9 o'clock and about half after 9 we dropped in the channel. Launch off a little passage between the island Indre and a little island to the south of it. The island itself had a small bay in the manner northern side where the bare forest later in the channel was mined. We had some difficulty reaching it with a wide angle and found the bottom was the depth alone to find the trawl line. The depth alone is 40 fathoms quite due a hundred in 40 fathoms quite due it alone. (1½ miles a bit) but after we did get it in the bottom after several hooks set the depth a lot of coral frags all decayed shells and brindle Shrimps encrusted with the red Shrimps. A quite day, ideal conditions. The current here very strong and well down the stream. We started at 8 o'clock and a strong wind.
more inland eastward from the vegetation at the base of the hill toward the north, as far as we could make out we were observing a series of level plains. White sandy beaches flanked the shore between the sea and the land on either side. The further we traveled, the more the land rose steeply in the cliffs above the sea. We saw a wave break, and a man in a boat came ashore. When we got closer, we saw that he was carrying something in his hand. It looked like a black box. As we approached, he opened the box and took out a large piece of paper. He looked at it for a moment, then looked up at us.

The man spoke in a language that we couldn't understand. He gestured towards the sea and then back towards the shore. We watched in surprise as the man placed the paper on the ground and began to use it to mark off an area of the beach. He continued to speak, pointing to the sand and the water.

As we watched, a group of people approached. They were carrying large boxes and seemed to be setting up some sort of equipment. The man gestured towards them, and they began to work on the beach, digging into the sand and assembling their equipment.

We continued to watch as they worked, interested in what was happening. Finally, the man spoke again, this time to the people working on the beach.

As we observed, we couldn't help but feel a sense of wonder and excitement. We had never seen anything like this before, and we were eager to learn more about what was going on.
There had been a war before. The air
raged like a wild beast instead of the blustery
and lashing wind of the weather. But a year ago
did not contain any such relatively full house
in the afternoon but something
off. He did not get a taste of every single
Jones, the photographer who worked
for me. With the end of the century game over and the
baby's playtime finished, the shade
and smoke in the air had filled once again.

He felt it in for some time afterward when
the women. By six o'clock, I was
frustrated, unable to continue on and had
of it all. The war claims. The enemy
in arms who pulled the dirt track.
Friday, Jan. 12, 1934. We had dodged...
December 20 and 21.

Went to Chicago on the 20th. Met the train there and went back to the hotel of the ship. We got back to the hotel about 6:30 A.M. The train left Chicago at 7:00 A.M. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place. The hotel was quite a place.
Jan 13 left h. cd. early a.m. Wind too bad for scheming

Arrived home early afternoon

Perfect for scheming got to work

fire buckets in 30 cd tea in 12 ft15
+ 20 head for mine to come with

for delivery 30 ft work

in levels 5 ft between each

Spend night in 12 ft juice in
"injas cam in case that worked

for last 2 years

Came out of coal at 10.00 a.m.

water m,inds in cases in little light inside

of entrance work cut off with anchor

Jan 13. The left h. cd. Albemarle 2nd. sail

in the morning as not winter time

to get scheming as the work of the day

was omitted here. Each night

morn as we come in Jagan Cove for that:

calming weather... Made about 4 knots

in thick fog, came cd tea in 12 ft 15 and

20. The fog made it a failure to get our

yearly trip to the

cam in cases etc. We tied for

after midnight to get the stuff moved down

for the night and there was something

that a planned trip to the adjacent

island of Hardy and was quite till

the afternoon. Harbor seems about

with a dirt of volcanic scenery can be

seen any where in the island one end of

yards long for miles with large salt

tables of all descriptions filled with salt

water if they are checked away. The

caves stand out in sheets and huge

bullets, and starts, just an

Albanian
always built up in the air, and when-when in the mature of man, or as the hogs or the birds. The red peacock is a man and in quite thick patches and stands more place and occasionally shoots in other directions, their heads at right angles in some of the enclosed parts. Bare black lara and fresh leaves are beginning to establish the vegetation before any agency in the various corners of none of the water but a few at edge square these must be some for the thickening land of vegetation, the germ of the germinating seeds are there, the grass has already swarmed with the tourists and the large plants begin? - To produce a quality of me to their successes, the man, the man, we seem to struggle like he in a sterile country to gain a living from the land, and I think that it is to settle down. An office in land life.
On 15th October 14th December 1945

In the morning of 14th October, I was accompanied by one of the leaders of the expedition, especially the part of the country with a lot of rare plants, and we found a great deal of orchids, especially the Pfitzeria, which is uncommonly attached to all manners of not only best but also to other plants. We had breakfast with the leader, who had collected a lot of more flowers and brought them back with the expedition. He has got a lot of orchids, which is the same lot of stuff that has been brought back with the expedition. The only list of orchids in this time is not complete, but included collections by Sir F. Clarke. He had many other lists with about 40 or more species of orchids, especially the species in the area around the South. But many others have divided the area.
Thursday Jan. 15. The morning was very cloudy so we
headed back to the mouth of Tacon. Here we could
get on a more favorable tide, then the
year and we did lots of good George
Platypus, and the good sized
oars and an Eucalyptus tree and
of Chiron and a box of plants.

In the afternoon, though it was
raining a bit, we went down mid-
dam and between Tacon and a breaker
drew a bank at about 100 hrs.
from the Y.K. Then there was a change
down right in the water. I took me
quite a time to get in with the wind
coming right along. As a result we
got to half an hour before the high
and then Edward wanted to drive the
oars again, so we did not get there for
more than the remaining time back.
Jan 16th 3th. Spent the day in School. After school, walked down to the St. Patrick's church, where I saw the Blessed Virgin in a vision. We sang the Lenten songs and prayed. After that, we went to the Catholic Church to attend the mass. We then walked to the park and sat on the grass. Afterward, we went to the library and read some books. We then had lunch at the school. After lunch, we went to the museum and saw some exhibits. We then walked back to the school and played some games. We then went home and had dinner. After dinner, we went to the church and attended the evening mass. We then went to the library and read some books. We then went home and went to bed.
In 1719, Pitt's love made felt in a most attractive place, not in limited but in distant Spain for the purpose of gardens and the sea. Then refers for a place, Desden, and in Pitt he became

wild excised from the house, in Desden (Seville) Desden. And after the Latin, ‘The King of England

disappeared. They know the contrast

of land can't prevent. He would see

that everywhere that goes wrong to

countess Gard. Pitt is in other

palaces of the making of peace, all due

the Germans

man in Britain. It want to define

the eastern part of the island, at

the same we will take him around.

And that he will talk to the Jeff about it

in 1719 that will be done there as

about the vast place.
on the side of the island. It almost be quite a trip and from time to time near I used to lay in the direction. The talk of \( \textit{dullness} \) deepened about this time even though I had a reason for it. I thought perhaps there had been too much of the Barbereau place and buttermilk. I heard about his desire from his lips this day with cutters when we got them. He had taken a little boy to a dance and we had the palm. He said "there is something with his eyes, something of the same" for which there is no doubt, except for that when he attains his manhood he may get better the again a May not can hardly see or hear very distinctly turn and the explanation can not only with the center of the face, this area of main sight. But eye very in my almost 2 square inches which he left for the in 2 square inches which is sharp to beyond a quarter in this circle nothing

Jan. 18, 1939. The improvements affect by the family. Indeed, we must never underestimate the power of the Barrenness. The Barrenness has been a great journey and we must to know Carl Kettle, perhaps to have been detoured by Carl. The others, the herd and another, directed since the fast year the drum all the time before. But

We must take the prize. He has built himself a barn black house that is a dream. But just as well with the land we take, is so tastefully finished with no Carlton. The Carlton Carlton and Carlton too and the Carlton bird in a year at the sound of the mirror in the end of a little tall and little doll.

The cattle brought into the cattle with the cattle ears, dead, leaves, green.
The "Count" is George's study in the house with locker and desk. They are old-fashioned and wood-paneled. Mrs. Grim, the maid, used to be a schoolteacher and read books to the children. She is kind and always has a smile.
Jan. 17, 1934. Yesterday with W.H. and
William I took a boat of explorers going
to the east side of the island. We
landed at the place where last year we
found the inscriptions going
back to 1866. We marked a Col. 2. In
a gap in one of the rocks
there was a trail which we followed to a
wild brown trail. These trails make
mazes and go off in many
equal directions. We
the signs of regular
paths with reference to trails.
We marked them. On reaching a
bay the Indians wanted to see many of
the island we didn’t get far inland as
I had intended. We went back to the launch.
a circuit of the island. It took 3 1/2 hours in the canoe. We
planked our first venture was a little to the eastward of the
island and we anchored off. Of course we got a view of the
land and climbed up to a height where we
reckoned the place of landing, but we did
not find the sand and rock lying near together. Then we did not
find the masts of the schooner resting upon the green fields.

The forest must be into the creek; the idea of the
schooner, and that the
settlements judging from the fact that
the settlers have victualled themselves
the animals of most of the
forest and the
Galahad. The schooner and the

difficulties can only be met with,

Chapteh, perhaps the measure of the

68
69
Sunday, Jan. 21—1934
Yesterday we

banded to Cowd Bay and landed after
breakfast. Daled infection to show signs of
the structure of the base (shin) and
decomposed. Sunday before breakfast.

1.25 a.m. There was the infection.

Get visitors from the beach. These damages
the daily position to be made in the morning
year. You know we were in Academy Bay.

Elena and a few were able to bring her
boat back from the end (Academy Bay)

hearts are mutually and takes

commonly through the Pearson

one Pearson family, any man.

cable steps up in the animal of a

and one cancellation starts the

time in the change of a man been killed.

so my family. A young man.

cable steps up in the animal of a

and one cancellation starts the

time in the change of a man been killed.

and a young man.

cable steps up in the animal of a

and one cancellation starts the

time in the change of a man been killed.
...
Thursday the 21st

a quiet and very eventful day and not a gift to Chatham. The Capt. handed in the Official for the order of mail for the Charles Island furnishers. He cut the flesh in the day and got in and sheding (Mr. Shade's did) but at noon we...
good as a child, but determination was
in your eye and I knew you'd be
there. You were determined to
make it to the top. I had
faith in you and your abilities.

TheSpanish people are
determined and hardworking.
They have a strong work
desire and are always looking
for opportunities. They
are driven by a desire for
success and are willing
to put in the effort to
achieve their goals.

The Spanish culture is rich
and diverse, with a
heritage that goes back
to ancient times. They
have a deep respect for
their history and
traditions.

The Spanish language
is beautiful and
expressive, with a range
of sounds and
nuances. It
is a language
that
transmits
emotion and
passion.

The Spanish
people are
warm and
dynamic,
ready to
exchange
greetings
and
stories.
Jan. 22 - 24. While Mr. B. & Grenville and Wiffle and all hands are taking aim on a part of me, with friends, my chief object -- coming here, a call for letters -- not to get more manuscript of the New Forest of this year; all the right material is not dead and cracked along some unlucky street. I'm sure, there are just as much, if not more, in the world. Certainly filled up, these to have to go ahead, or done with it. I must get some clairvoyance, or just means that I must see the future, or the future, or the future, or the future, or the future and the clairvoyance of the future, and the future, and the future, and the future, and the future. One, two, three!
Day 8.

There is about a 100 feet cliff about the size and shape of a large dog bone.

I do not know if I should write this down at this time, but I am quite sure that it will be of great importance.

I have been trying to find a fossil form in the rocks, but I have been unable to find one.

I have been looking for some of the rocks, and I have found a few of them.

I have a piece of a large shell, and I believe that it is the same shell as the one I found.

I have some notes on birds and their habits.

The days are warm and the nights are cool. Recent temperatures have been 40-28°F.
and ignorance abode, more than as the
sun shine on that. The wild platoon plight
To seek where the money has drifted.

The time flew. Distant in the morning
of the 25th of January and were led
to both Salamis Bay and James Bay
on James Island a day at each.

The scene is a most picturesque
setting. The green in the alive gold
light. The white of the sea and
the blue of the sky. The
clouds. The wind.

I neglected my little friend
for a day. I was
amusement to the sea.

2 1/2 inches long. The
middle of 2 3/4 wide. The
yellow legs.

uncovered area being in
the 1/4 inch
and 5/16 an inch.
all found line of the same size as before. The line of the pattern is 2 3/8 inches long, then after broadening a little, the broad line is 3 3/16 inches long. Medium line 3 3/8 inches, a little wider. Beside I have the little one which is a cracked egg in the hole, from which a smaller one has been taken. This time, the measurement is 1 1/4 by 1 1/16 inches less in width. There are two small shifted (new cotton) shells, dimensions 2 3/8 x 1 3/16 and 2 3/16 x 3 3/4 inches. Shell measurements. These were dry, but for fear of rotting I put them, instead, in alcohol. The cast. Run one shell line.
On Sunday, the weather was not at all favorable for the return of the expedition. The men were very anxious to leave the island, and after a struggle, they finally decided to set sail the next day. However, they were delayed due to a strong gale that prevented them from leaving as planned.

The men, who had been on the island for ten days, were now eager to return to their homes. They had a good time and made many friends among the locals. The island was a beautiful place, and they were all eager to see it again in the future. They had made some great discoveries, and they were excited to share their findings with their friends and family.

On the return trip, they encountered some rough waters and had to make a sharp turn in order to avoid a large rock formation in the path. They were relieved to be back on safe land.

Their return home was much easier, and they arrived back to their homes in good spirits. They had a difficult time making the island a place where wild animals could live safely.

The animals were still on the island, and they were all very happy to see their friends again. The men were looking forward to their next adventure on this beautiful island.
in like one of the smaller, the edge of the dandelion. One day the big bush fell down with tremendous force and it filled up the whole room and took the force out of me. I decided to fix the garden fence, to avoid the garden floodwater. I took measures to generally limit the noise and the garden floodwater.

So I planted potatoes again which were behind in foliage. I dug the soil in with my hand. We can hardly see the world. I have trouble seeing ahead of the way. I will have a nice area of small plants. All my crops failed. I just don't seem able to keep them. I hope next season I'll be better. I tried baking bread, but that's not easy. I made some bread, also a couple of small cakes. I'm not very good at it.
The text is not legible due to the handwriting style and quality of the image.
Monday the 29th. It grew eight o'clock
I spent the whole all day near the hills.
Place with Jack and John and our drover. We made the engine through the oaks
and drew my hand across the forecast. Also the engineer for the oaks to see.

Witt somewhere I tried for a
few innings but did not bring
in the same time to the success. I was not

very much through the hills of Berrima in a
rainy day and I was called in

two of them as well. So play at the
Berrima turning cross the channal

manner in a small box as we were and
it in the pottery was a true fabric.

In the few of it the one going to the

much a play today the I found to
telope the corn when all the doctors

friend of it then the one going to this

and I thought that of the winter. And the

Berrima there we met two horses.
a small village quite a sail

the world by way of Pitt Galapagos, and

the South Pacific, then on to Rome.

He was about an altogether and

an extraordinary man, and

mellow, from his burnoose

with a handkerchief, many

mellikes, a writer. A writer who had

the voyage. He had the ball strapped

mail for the people in the island. He

wanted to go to Pitta and was offered

to guide him, then we were through

illnesses, and we did had he did

not cut the length, and Pitta was

he had been and all the writing.

Bums of him through her, I told him.

you but you understood Pitta said.

For Pitta that was the Burnoose, he

crew are like a crew and on him.

It's Burnoose the Burnoose is like a

second. With Burnoose, and the are an initital

community. The families had as much a lesson.
to eat just one and then sort of really all the people and the others get the rest and then take it a piece of whatever is a rainy kind of weather in a rainy kind of weather. The Baroness did use a cup of coffee each time we called the housekeeper for tea. She made tea with her own hands. The Baroness also helped the herrings with a cooked dish of something with eggs and it was most to sweet to eat just sugar and lemon
tea. The Baroness did think the best gardens in the best houses. The Baroness also hated the most murderers of the best places. She had a 43 year old mother and a 28 year old mother. She was just 21 year old. They are the most feminine and became the mister monte, and become the living out of the why you get here of the front of visiting the town of the town. The best Bay is the best Bay day of the town. The Baroness got first call on
of the sea, and it was then that we went back the way we came. We made for Black Head Road, which is the best road to the sea, and there we met with the steamer. We went down the road, and after some time, we reached the steamer. We were a little late, and the captain of the steamer had to wait for us. We got on board the steamer and went to sea. We had a good time on the steamer, and when we arrived in Copenhagen, we saw the Royal brewery of Copenhagen. It was a beautiful sight to see the brewery and the beer being made.

Back on the beach, we met the captain, and he told us that we were going to go to the next place with the steamer. They had many fine ships, and we were on one of them. They were very friendly, and we had a good time with them.

The steamer was very beautiful, and we could see the sea in the distance. It was a lovely sight to see the bed of the sea, and we could see the waves coming in. We were very happy to be on the steamer, and we were very glad to see the sea.
then we advanced all together. We only got the the dancing from our start. We got for the rest of the cards. The game was played. We had to go on the next day. The cards were pulled on grass. After a while we could every once in a while, and several times, have caught

fruits and potatoes, but we're a little

hikers in the area. So far, so little

fruit. This year we probably

have quite a shrinking of the landscape and the landscape, but I have been a
too. I believe from Jay's algae we
got a number we didn't return lastyear. I would be happy to get about
35 hematode and more in well

so as not to be left behind. With

Hybrid want to far behind them

and then developed virgin fields and
April 29, 1834. \textit{Letter.} The account of an event at the leggins board (Bill) went over to catch fish with a horse. There it was a good place near shore, but still fairly deep water. Carl yelled them out and the anchor, 80 brickle underneath the dirt, and it the leaves were be termed to do it. Carl then threw them five feet high to get them for the one in the biggish hands. So is saying this is the center of the land in order to make a wrote under the water. We had the two hard green and above the four of them the same. Carl brought the pride again. Here came someone else by the eye forget a Mergans (a Danish newspaper) the and for it all of then were collected a group to perhaps general in all manner of mix up in the horse men, and the boat. Queen and Anna are smooth American. Quill and you are seen. Some music
In the W.R. land of 6.0. By an advance in a
proposed C.W. of land a little NE
ging 1/2 mile as far as the 7/14 in a
east lane with 3.6. From high water
quite the banks it is 100 yards to the
2 miles and where is a ridge 90 ft. high
and 200 ft. wide. The altitude of
the hill we got 80 ft. being 1 mile
with distance from the same 1 1/4 a
dirty in the same 1 1/4 and
vally on long run to land and in different
points for in the afternoon I shall
show how to N.W. of it. 7/14 mile
for Pro got 30 ft. 30 ft. 30 ft. 30 ft.
do 200. Close to eight. The persons
need no charting for more cloth it is 2
2 3 miles off the method and.
and the depth, and character of the hill
in many instances are very W. and
they have not been much for
many miles they have many in nature
and no shadow makes any mean for
a mile. In fact of that I have found.
the land will be deep to L and the slope is
in the manner till. In the manner
and in the manner till the foot and the
be the manner till in the manner
On the 29th at 9:30 B's last attempt, the wind was down to the case that B's number 40 in single line was down to the last of the line down. The line was all gone or less gallus, yes, a few on this one. As I said, the change of leadership in the place. Ray then came down last night, and there was even more. The users of line 8 left more accept line 9. The change in the place. He had a height of 60 feet which would seem to hold the header. It must be over 300 yards long and 60 feet high. It is therefore in a hole in the ground and gives down in a series of 20 feet.
merry number of large huddled bees had been
around a clump of
nriver. What some
of the few hives that are
inside.

Jan. 30 - 32

On the grounds of the Plantation
well was a profuse - (beehive?)

Planted on a Culver
Plantation pulled out) After fighting it
with bees on end of the stick -
and then the retrenched oils being
...in a cup of\n\n
in the pot, (the bee oil involved
have a complete problem. The bea
was not held back..."

Beeping - 10 a.m.

When I finished and wanted to
be through yet the comb had\n
great deals of meat out of the side
for one (or me. It is really my
fine meat a deep dark red. Just

believe me, I am a dream of dish at

almost
as much as the real article. On the

Afternoon of the 30th a friend of the
Captains and I, Baker, being the

world, in the Steilas' Cabin, came over

from the last, the Capt. called

for him. She stayed a little time here

while we all went over there for a

little call and a showing of pictures.

The left of 6 30 did not fail to

The enterprise a box.a.m. for

Bread Island and the. There was

a continuous breeze which did not

prevent the very successful

especially in hydra, algae and

good, but it was more and more

more in样的, a light

and the Captain

and a bunch of native fowls

carried in some fish caught in

route and fish had sufficed that day.
The rainy season is here for jungle dwellers. We are all well, though Chief Joe
Dy is due for the forecast of the weather. We feel well enough.

In spite of efforts, even much more so than the year before, we still are
very much behind in our work. Trade has been
nearly nonexistent last year. But trade
improving, and we have done exceedingly well.

The teachers have done exceedingly well.

It is perhaps best not to talk about
this manner. Anyway, as far as
been a gaudy crime. The cattle
wealth, material advance
and our livestock has increased.
been double or triple that of last year.
likewise improved. Hyacinth has
a large calabash did in the
peanut and a close friend did one.

Rand. Their Guayacan is doing well enough
to do much planting.
We made our line of late sail the rest of the month, leaving our camp and the city of Mahuckay in peace, except the Caribos, which we shall do the worse as we go on again, Monday morning, 10th S. 8.

I have been a half day and twice to the market and several times in a measure of this business, carrying letters to the consul to forward the best complaints and entering into the last complaints and other business.

John Reed Allen had the help of Adolph in Spanish but had him off last night and this morning. He could give the pictures. I called on him Monday afternoon and he made love and a curious book for me. He did not see his libraries and gave me the name of recovery. Allen is now
The Captain's music picture created quite a stir in town as much as the general public craned the necks about 3hrs before the performance was due to start for the important official in town who couldn't find seats at the Theatre.

The film played the music just a bit after 20 minutes and after the music was over, it left the audience to get a glass of beer and stuffed almost instantly into a large armchair where a loyal lady could be heard saying, "Don't come down after eight in the evening. Naturally, the phnomelaneous cozette + arranged a man to get us the usual and as the bobby of the house suddenly appeared and as the lady didn't think he got the real man, after all...
A letter went out of the drake. I guess it needed to start his new age. One of the officers at the Union Club, who was around to the Union Club, there was a...
Free education at the time before the
German war. Such a life is full of time
and sorrow. By means of 'unions' one
may usually escape death. There is an
unseen child in a certain case. All
that happens, only that has much to
be done every night. Home life is
married with sugar after (engineer)
trades all about sugar business, tea
grown by others. Young missionaries
at Hamburg. He seems to do quite a
business farming animals for sale and
articles of native manufacture. Even
he finds a lift to the church in Berlin.
Go through the town with nothing
for the house. A man anxious to get back
to the States. Has an M.A. from Stanford
State and wants to get back into research
work in biochemistry. Teacher joined
here at the University. Said the students
here usually resented when the professor re
fused to allow them to fail. Left today
day assignment. He has always worked hard
for the pleasure of the students, and at the depthed
I believe the said unit of Saint did not amount more than a few dozen. High school education. 2. There is no more drinkable water in the very best hotel in town. There is always a bottle in the room, to last the day. But after we had been on a dinner and could not get to sleep, I think we could take anything. We agreed to all three eating dinner, a changed dinner, they drank well. In such conditions the man a became off color, and more than a dull.
The girls and old of the Guaymas Region came to a high place to see the sun's rays on the sea. They had been observing the phenomenon for four days, and they were excited to witness the event. The girls had prepared for this day, and they were dressed in their finest clothing. The sun was rising, and the sky was illuminated with a brilliant display of colors. The girls were standing in a circle, holding hands, as they sang and prayed to the sun. The air was filled with the sound of their voices, and the ocean below them was calmer than usual. The girls were unaware of the damage that was being done to the surrounding area, as the sun's rays had caused a massive earthquake. The girls were unaware of the destruction that was taking place, and they continued to dance and sing in celebration of the sun's rise.
An article for a prominent American newspaper. The article discusses the importance of American workers and their role in the current political climate. It highlights the need for unity and cooperation among workers to address the challenges facing the nation.

The article begins with a quote from a prominent politician, emphasizing the need for workers to stand together. It then goes on to discuss the recent labor movements and their impact on American society.

The author argues that workers must unite to fight for their rights and to ensure a better future for all. The article concludes with a call to action, urging workers to stay engaged and to continue fighting for their rights.

The text is written in a clear, concise style, with a focus on providing a comprehensive overview of the current labor movement and its implications for American society. The author uses a variety of sources and quotes to support their arguments, making the article informative and engaging for readers interested in labor issues.

Overall, the article is a valuable resource for anyone seeking to understand the current state of the labor movement in America and the challenges that lie ahead.
Taylor at the start had not to
see what was wrong or how to try to
help until it got to the half the arm
was black and his fingers and toes were
dark complexion. Taylor was just another man
was fussy or honest and...
The ceremony is going on now, in the middle of the night. 9:30 to 11:30pm.

Somber atmosphere, no medication, in the north, St. Elias. Going to San Kitted, were again to end year. Capt. Thelma, went to the oil company's chief and asked about Anchorage (18 km, 2 km with the oil company) - showed me a place.

Near, (2 km, 2 km) with the little gas house, removed (a dream). Jubilee with cup and cross hippoc at the affray. Did not tell anything. All... word in there... a km before we got to bed again. After three... dead going the night before. These all seemed so certain about that they were certain about that.

To contact Capt. John, they tell me the most terrible dreams. By the beard. Just one American. Like... lot a lot. Inklings from... American oil engines, also similar 2nd...
in command of the English in charge of
the first thing, a kind of the inn, and
assistance did not at all make it better
for going where we were. But the
first look of their camp was quite
when we got there. For a life and work
lead it first and of the investigation
capable of the land, learning
the child's do is the get interest in
the hint, need always, always thing
in the other reason. The only part,
here to get the Egyptian the Left had
might fit the 8th, they did
but delivered in Guayaquil in
line from sailing. Thus, a weary
with a few. Selected and Paul yarn
a missionary who has been acting as
agent for it. Some days, 50,000
number of things, I helped very much,
and try last year. One of the men
aboard called him a child, and much referred to him. The captain now ordered a minute search of things of mature manufacture to the fullest in branches. John then went to the engine house and the beggar dropped the expense book for the coal of the engine room over the cost quite a bit in hand and the fire control down to the shovel with the wind. The engine special engineer the riveter had many which local half complete were done to 26. The was a third with flanged wheels which his care, commitment, so forth it can became the half completed nature of the foundries. I got to Sir Seth and the foundries of the eighth, we found the after the night of the seventh as you complete one of water samples for the Gallaher.
Oct 10 at Sa Plata. Drugged all morning with Saffron along. Afternoon I came to the Kembu and made an idea of the less crowded banks but the point of going up the river in a boat of some sort. We came and I rode on Sa Plata.

First and then a type of bolo or other weapon had the goods world. We were tired to make money in Baghdad.
It was still light 1 hr. after dusk before I could see the boat. Quite dark before dusk. We did not quite make it.

September 11. We started off just after midnight for San Francisco Bay from a day's camping with Ill. 5 & 6.

We tried another boat of better compass & temperature made a 15 & 25 for 20. Left hand. Began to quarter dark in wake. Reached Goyoma 915 Columbia 241/2 hr. away in time for the morning low tide at 8:30 a.m.

This is one of the Recluse shells in the dredge. A number of shells with little rest between. 12 cans of time to land & quifle the specimens. Low tide has been 11:30 or 2 little. The collection of value has been accounted for. Recluse and several kinds of the crabs are very abundant.

Today the day has been spent in more fishing and repairs to our boats. It has been getting this time of year.
Oct 11 a.m.d. Sun. Boonville. By car to a lovely green wooded place, pretty coniferous wood and many little canoes. These became known to us shortly and we got. Emory Johnson pictures man made in small boat a canoe. Grandpa gold for 2 shirts a piece but value for 2 ten cents. Advancing each year ideas of wealth and value vary with desirability, need & luxury of the thing you run in return for labor. Good. Dr. Finney to the Boonville. The way. We ran in the evening in a big lobby bus ride collection. The bed we could not change off in 2 hours, 30 get busy with the little kids anywhere else for 3 dollars, we and the kids on a covered with a sheet. Died in court to 20songs. A cold cold scene we thought. No lights kept running and the Thanksgiving list of maladies became a most interesting
Feb. 12, 1939

Paxman (Muller)
Ganga could well pass for Cleo in her appearance. aged and wrinkled, also the company is not considered all the men apt to become by going afloat and being bent in Groganilla kitchen at Cleo. The ship hands brought me a bundle of hats, the first night our way some canoe near the Captain Place. But for the first time a key the president let us gather the Capt had already promised all odd fish to Alina. Jolicoeur to his land expeditions. He has a line of first part of the fish complete, and such fish in various, small, small one 22 lengths the dredged stuff.

Oct 13, he puts into Cabita Bay, early Oct. 8th engine troubles are of the day, the air being quite cold we passed a few days over the day in a very beautiful place. Bilbao and Tolichet, in the most graceful dress dressing rain frosted. Bairos Edward continues
the place except for the great concentration of animal life brought about by the flooding of the pond. The pond, full of thermal brine, reeds, and other vegetation, created a unique ecosystem that many visitors have enjoyed. If there was a place that stood out along the shore line, and of course the fishermen, many of them spent hours, trying to catch perch. The pond in the midst of the surrounding area, which was present for a thousand years before it was discovered, is little known and is visited by all who drive the road. This place seemed well for continued human habitation, and plenty rain + The pond is lovely and drake, but can be. The water here did not give us half time enough, but the fish were perfect. We got caught with a rising tide + otherwise scared sizable

A new section on the rise in the stream within the place near here is

Handel, sound more elusive than ever. It
Feb. 15. Ship going up-shot

Ch. of 6.30 a.m.

Wind was wind.

After dinner, leave about 4.

The tide was rising a 4 p.m.

Yesterday already.


Bay, but 5 a.m. rain on an April day.

Then we saw one of our lines of rums and

A lifeboat, to detour into the little port

Bay to the north of the bay we can only see

out of an 118, which was made on her

not to reach Fort Ulina on any object.

Two lots for the tide. But in landings

favor it was riding when we got

landed the same lots at Calidita. But

Ulina in a manner landed there

beautifully sheltered, and trying to

more like a firm than with else. The

bright green place, but a dreary.

From then at Cabalaya with quite a

him of clothes. The one effect in

all Jam.—because of tide tide well

in more to the Pantalan then it the

and before boarding going for
call do in the 12 to till afternoon.
I don't think I mentioned that I went to try to see if there was any sign of life in the area. I was not impressed with the place, but I did notice a few small boats and some fish flags flying. I wondered if they were there to fish or just for decoration.

However, the main event of the day was the discovery of a new species of fish. It was quite small, only a few inches long, but it had a distinct and unusual shape. I've never seen anything like it before. I took some photographs and made notes on its appearance. It might be something new for science.
Feb 15 Had dinner at 3 pm. We took the ferry over to the mainland.

The beauty of the place and all that I've decided to stay has an extra day of life especially compared to the life of the day before. And I've been particularly glad of that, since we've been rather close to a man who had been interested in a band where the Captain had been to take a job. And the captain, as usual, was in the air, attempting the words in all directions. And she was quiet at first, but she spoke more and more at the end. The captain didn't understand English in all, and so she kept on speaking in English. But when the captain got a word, the ship would come into the harbor with a month and a half of the month before the month. A wonderful example of the literal sense of the end of the month. At the end, she did well with the change, after we got onto the train inside.
where we dredged in 15 fms. There were
mounts + muddy, but outside these two
and far more or less parallel to the sand
and from hundreds of yards off the bar
with a depth of close 12 fms, there were not
any ridges in a fine degree, many nearly
making of 2-3 meters, and all fairly
and several specimens of which
and one do not with the ends and shrink
either. During the day the President
master call to discuss the relationship
of Calista at Walnut Bay, & the
able to Calista at Three Lakes, Michigan.
Both we at Kansas at large like, California
Florida) called to agents. Calista
was a dense, beautiful, flowered,
forest, shady, not many beautiful
butterflies and fresh green grass and
in our company. But if you have
read of it. The deduct of the falls
from you will remain in back of the first

The hills were indicative of the sphere I had seen. In the scheme, I should say, I forgot it.

The hills were gentle, but trees after a drying period turned green. There was a

The land was equally green to the
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This is a handwritten page with the text difficult to transcribe accurately. It appears to be a journal or diary entry discussing a journey or adventure, mentioning a dog and a canoe. The handwriting is cursive and slightly slanted. The page seems to be part of a larger narrative, possibly about a trip or a personal recounting of events. The text is not entirely legible due to the handwriting style and the condition of the page.
The engine was finally worked and
has been shut down. We
had thought to get it finished
off in this accord but stopped in Calcutta. By
the 16th we had finished away we were
chiefly because we wanted to see
Burma and to date the Cupt had made
by 16th at Panama for Hong
and took a train to Peking the 17th.

Originaly we would have been there by
afternoon of the 15th by the engine had
sped once a day behind here is the hamlet.
Last in air t. mor. on 16th. at Co. a.m.
right after mail was read. T. see Zelde, was also
vill. called E. Burns and Giant. E. was not
at Corner down to the S. I. he had a
ride continued up to the 9:00 a.m. line late
in P. M. I didn't with the 9:00.

I made some purchases at the Commissary
with my own car. the music today. the
tightened it a little for most trying.

I remembered to give the (bleeding) for
the ring, & to get a teak 6 cord. I
made sure that the bought the
6th and a 400. I

As for my account I had the dress
for more that I am wanted. After
I write to the letter. But now I
almost wrote an letter. Sunday a.m.

Last & see Mr. Roberson. I got a letter in
Byers to deliver to Mrs. Roberson. I
got a letter today in central. We
visit the church at the office and the school
dan. Here. By the ride at the Union
of Clarks. It was not hard granted. in
Sunday 18

Sat. Monday 19th.
While we were here, a Capt. Reed tables Bulloch Heights, S. C., is an arduous job. He served as the guide to Goldfinger
and Dillard of one of his best guides sons in Dicini's 28th at the bay rifle.

He visited these today. Oct. 20

The dig was pretty good because the
collected from a 13 ft. piece of tarana
and Blue water. A good piece of the shore is
a large flat limestone reef with
numerous cracks and some even
dripping from the end of little
ponds. There was plenty of water, though,
cut with the cracks the limestone had been
into small craters. (A beautiful little
time we were there). One needed a lot
of lime, constance and sand to stop
flashing. The all day of the place I
would like to have been on the day
but tide then, the weather was really


must be an extensive place to explore. I have some
accommodations there, but have not
seen the house. I am very glad to hear
from you and am looking forward to
hearing from you again.

The day was very pleasant, and
everything seemed to be in order. The
weather was ideal for a visit to the
village between the mountains.

I am afraid that you may have
been disappointed in your visit to
the mountains. The weather had been
unpredictable, and it is difficult to
predict the weather at this time of
year. I hope that you still enjoyed
your visit and found it to be
worthwhile.

I am looking forward to hearing
from you again soon. Please keep in
mind that I am always available to
answer any questions or concerns
that you may have.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Jan 25, 1934 Balia. Bonda gave me good


drug. Left and after, we got near

of the line and of Paramboon a

15 to 30 km. Several boats of the

weels and mullions. They came

from breakfast. Lunch was the day.

much that I delayed a boat and of

these attacks. I must all afternoon.

nine o'clock. We went on the land from

in short we go. After lunch, from

Paramboon we didn't get back till early

Paramboon we didn't get back till early

after lunch. The whole boat was out

after lunch. The whole boat was out

after lunch. They were
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The search for the stolen plans led to a hotel where the boy was last seen, much to the
boy's surprise, he arrived back at the scene. Infuriated, he decided to confront the
people and to make them pay. The man was well known in the area and his name was
Robert. The man denied all, saying, "I am not guilty." The man was arrested and
brought in for questioning.

The case was difficult and complex, but the detective himself, through his
perseverance, was able to make sense of the evidence. He noticed that the
suspect had been seen in the area around the time of the crime. The
suspect was known to be a member of a local gang, and there was a
motive for the crime.

The detective interviewed several witnesses, and eventually, the
suspect confessed. He had been asked by a friend to help with a
robbery, and he had agreed. The detective then realized that the
suspect had been involved in several other crimes, and he was
brought in for further questioning.

The detective was able to piece together the events of the crime,
and the suspect was eventually sentenced to prison. The city,
however, was left with the knowledge that there were still
criminals out there, and that they needed to be watched
more closely. The detective vowed to continue his
work, and to ensure that justice was served.
Mr. Smith's funeral was
very sad.
The morning of the 22nd we dredged along the north point from the Baked Beans pretty good running and got to the
North end of the Secac Dike on the
29th for the dredging. As we
approached the Secac Dike, we saw a
newly built house and we almost got caught up with
the Secac Dike. The Secac Dike was a
new improvement which we were
able to get in line with the Secac Dike. The Secac Dike was a
new improvement which we were
able to get in line with the Secac Dike.
A juniper cord dug. We had dug it the night before. It was a
mouth dredged at 10 p.m. in the morning. The current started
asked at 4 a.m. I was to get ready for Boat.
Celebra, Costa Rica, 24 km. away. ... in the late afternoon. 6 a.m. the boat was in
in Curridabat. I went over to the bay on the
north side of the jutting point of the
Panama Docks. Fishing commenced. Large
bait. A wolly mullet. Many of the
local fishing in a Seco. They were
also the good, Carancho, and the best
gene pool, and plenty in fisher. With the exception of the lead, there
harmanus in action over a range of which we
got at 8 a.m. and not here at 6 a.m.
The shore party dug one large
womb of the type comm. at Panama.
We have a very long tail, being a large
four-room house, 20 ft. 3 in. All
One of the lizards, at Panama, Guillaumet, etc.
Feb. 23 cold. The end of T-d land.

...
Feb 24th - No letter from Captain Baggie. Saw three different kinds of British ships in the harbor. Said they were here for the supply of ammunition. Called Miller's ship "the address of the devil." A few lines later, it reads: "Blighty's ship is at the bottom of the harbor. Call Miller's ship "the address of the devil." A few lines later, it reads: "Blighty's ship is at the bottom of the harbor."
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On the last day, he swept dismissed a part of the people on the south movement, alone and inside a cave named "The Breech." The matter did not amount to much, but through the help of the men ready to get over the breach, a man was sent running after the main line, and to make the rear of the enemy, acting like a leader, with his riding as fast as he could, with a gun and a sword, he reached the enemy's line. Then, with a signal made at a distance, the enemy was driven back. The force tried to move myself on the same line, and we are going to attack. Today, I will try to move myself on the same line.
Big down with his Sweats and the man is
like one of the birds (Roon)
I go and see the ease in the (Kneemagde Queen)
I go up a chance to ride one of the horses
he remarked how small the room was. He stuck
his hand up a pin. He was standing
by the grand on a hillside and the horse
was a long way off. He was to get the
first man (2 years) and on through
the mines was really top of
W. But he was ready to do. He got
to his home and a 6 horses. He
didn't get the gates in about 4
after 6 3-4 hours. So we couldn't
get the third got away. Then the
mules are in the last time to catch me on
early. He is pretty much the rest of the
on the dike and all. He didn't ask a how she got
the like amount. I was like
Pigeon country. All over. I made
friends are a great. I think
the august one at Bath Pond.
Feb 26. We left Port Alchun just about 6 a.m. and headed southwest towards Los Angeles in a strong wind in the direction more or less all the way home. Slight wind after late. Port Alchun, far most of the way back, bad weather, odd wrong winds, dead. Once it got pretty till the 5th of the 28th, then we had plenty of wind as close of rain covered with white out. A first plane coming across the Gulf of Tehuantepec (right Inh) to Alchun. Viggo can cut across and don't think with out hunting into the Gulf of Tehuantepec. Viggo doesn't need a plane under the right direction. On the 22nd, they just left him and we passed a large school of bonitos, little fellows. A boat 65 feet long around that. Other end, arrived through a sandy beach.
Smith, Misc. Coll.
edit. 2000 copies of one vol. 650 pp. 40 halftone 50.00
(32 sep. papers)
650 pages at $4.00
40 halftone plates 15.00
50 text figs. at 3.00
Binding 30 WITH JACKET
50 PER EMBOSSED Cloth
To bind in cloth would be
Smith, Cons. Knowledge
edit. 2000 copies of 50
50 text figs. 50.
400 pp. $10.00
40 full tone figs. 25
50 text figs. 25
Binding in cloth
save 1000.
Color plates 50.00
Cips. 100 Copy
50 for company
Almost I change clerks to shingles.
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Smith, Misc. Coll.
edit. 2,000 copies of one vol. 650 pp. 90 halftone plates (35 sep. papers)
650 pages at 4.00
40 halftone plates 15.00
50 text figs. at 3.00
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(To bind in cloth would be 44.00)

Smith, Conf. Knowledge
edit. 2,000 copies of one vol. 400 pp. 425 full page plates
50 text figs. White green cloth backed in gilt

400 pp. A4 10
40 full page plates 50
50 text figs. 20
Binding in cloth 130.00

Some 1,000 copies for use in India at 4.50 each

Color plates cost for 450 800 dollars ea.

Cist. 100 50 to middle
These galapagos are hatched in our garden after laying and sitting for his month. He do not know how long the hare laid in the original nest. He were born January 14th.

The little one in the bottle was taken from the egg the 24th of September, and one of the same nest. The egg broke when we carried them down from the nest. The animal showed life for five days. I think on the island of Santa Cruz, Galapagos, called horne-wulle.
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Paul Young 571